INSTITUT TECHNOLOGIQUE
FCBA
Fire Laboratory
10 rue Galilée - 77420 Champs-sur-Marne

Laboratory approved by the Ministry for the Interior
JO of February 10, 2007

OFFICIAL REPORT OF CLASSIFICATION OF FIRE PERFORMANCE
OF A MATERIAL ENVISAGED IN ARTICLE 5
DECREE OF November 21, 2002

N° CM - 19 - P - 078
et 1 annexe de 4 pages.

Valid 5 years as from mardi 18 juin 2019

Material presents by: VESCOM B.V
Sint Jozefstraat 20
5753 AV DEURNE

Trade mark: HESTAN

Summary description

Kind of textile woven
Composition 100% polyester FR

Mass per unit area 570 g/m² (liaze : 140 cm)

Thickness 1 mm (donnée laboratoire FCBA)

Color tous coloris

Nature of the test:
Electrical burner test
Flame persistence
Dripping test

Classification: M1

Observations: /

Durability of the classification (Article 5 de l’annexe 2) Not limited

Usual term Walls hung covering, sheers, curtains,...
Cleaning conditions Recommendation of Customer

Taking into account the criteria resulting from the tests annexed described in the test report NFE 19-0211-0981

This official report attests only characteristics of the sample submitted for testing and does not prejudge similar characteristics of products. It thus does not constitute a certification of products within the meaning of the L115-27 article of the code of the consumption and the law of June 3rd, 1994.
NOTE: The integral reproductions and by photocopy of this official report of classification are only authorized or the official report unit of classification and report of annexed test. These conclusions relate only to the resistance / reaction to fire performance of the element that is the subject of the present classification report. They do not prejudge, in any case, other performances related to its incorporation to a work.

"Not legally acceptable for any use under the pretence of the article AM 18 (Decree of March 6th, 2006) for upholstered seat"

Champs-sur-Marne, le mercredi 26 juin 2014
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Institut technologique FCBA : Forêt, Construction, Ameublement

Only the french version remains valid.